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 Make no mistake about it, this is a Mortal Kombat game. How do I know? There are no less than three fatalities and some questionable special moves. This game is exactly what MK's been waiting for all these years. As a final note, I forgot to mention that this game is the beginning of the trilogy that is Mortal Kombat Trilogy, the second game. Why would you want to play MKT? Well, it's a Mortal
Kombat game, of course. Beyond that, it's a remake of the first MK game. Yes, the first MK game was one of the worst MK games ever made. Oh, you've played it? Well, you're just in luck, because MKT is the game to show all MK fans what the series is really about. A simple story, many fatalities, the classic (and maybe the only one) Spider Man fatality, and more. It's a side-scrolling beat-'em-up.

If you've played any MK titles, you'll recognize this as the gameplay. Each of the characters has a basic move set and some special moves. They go through the stages, fighting a few enemies, and get to the final boss. It's like the "Fatality" mode from Mortal Kombat II. There are a few things different about the game. One is that you can now choose which fighters you want to play as. You don't have to
play through the game with Kano, Jax, Sindel, and Smoke. All you have to do is go into a menu, choose your fighters, and select the option to have them play as your character. You get to choose which fighter will represent which character. To me, this is one of the coolest features of the game. I was able to play MKT exactly the way I played MKII, except this time I played as Kano. You'll see why

this was important in a bit. The player can now also pause the game at any time. This is probably the best addition to the game. You can pause the game when it's not your turn, so you don't have to worry about watching the timer tick down to zero. You can also pause the game when it's your turn. You can choose where to pause the game by holding down one of the buttons. You can pause the game in
the middle of a fatality, during a special move, during a regular move, or during an opponent getting hit. The fatalities this 520fdb1ae7
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